FURNITURE SYSTEM

REFERENCE PROJECTS

LAB INTERIOR laboratory furniture system is
designed to fully meet your needs and to make
your laboratory interior a flexible, safe and
visually pleasant working environment. The
furniture system is designed specifically for
use in laboratories, and is made in line with
modern standards and guidelines applicable to
such equipment in EU. The system is focused on
modularity, flexibility and security. A combination
of installed and carefully selected components of
wood, steel and aluminum provides a high level of
rigidity and aesthetics.

Our solutions reflect your and our ideas, words
and actions. Being a leading manufacturer of
laboratory furniture in Slovenia, we are trusted by
many customers that benefit from the expertise of
our production and planning.

OUR TEAM
Our team of experts with more than 25 years
of experience is constantly working on a single
mission, to improve, develop and to provide you
complete solutions for your laboratory. A team
consists of well-qualified professionals, who will
help you solve your issues with the utmost sincerity
and dedication.

Our goal is to have fully satisfied customers.
This we achieve with the holistic approach
in the process of:


Consulting.



Planning.



Delivery and installation
(including turnkey solutions).



After sales service.
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So far, we have equipped over 1000 laboratories
of various purposes, levels of demands and sizes.

OVERVIEW

Our references include chemical laboratories,
microbiological laboratories in the health care
system, control laboratories in the industry
and huge research laboratories in institutes.

WE DELIVER AND INSTALL











OUR SERVICES

www.labinterior.de




Laboratory furniture.
Fume hoods.
Local ventilation and airflow systems.
Ventilated metal fire-resistant cabinets
for storage of chemicals and gases.
Ventilated storage cabinets for acids
and bases.
Ecological assemblies
(filters, local neutralisation devices, etc.).
Eye washes, stand-up showers and other
technological elements.
Ventilation and airflow pipelines.
Ventilation and airflow controllers.

AGENCY

RESEARCH

EDUCATION

PHARMACY

QUALITY
We have obtained the following certificates
of compliance:
EN 14727 - Laboratory furniture (TÜV Rheinland)
EN 13150 - Laboratory worktops (TÜV Rheinland)
EN 14175 - Fume Hoods (TÜV Rheinland)
INDUSTRY

INSTITUTE

Headquarters
Lab Interior GmbH
Hirsch-Gereuth Straße 32
D-81369 München
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+386 2 614 33 33
+386 2 614 33 20
www.labinterior.de
info@labinterior.de

Sales & production
Lab Interior d.o.o.
Zagrebška cesta 22
SI-2000 Maribor

UNIVERSITY

L A B O R A T O R Y

F U R N I T U R E

furniture systems

STORAGE
Storage units present a vital part of each laboratory. Regardless of whether you need space for storage of non-hazardous or hazardous
materials, the LAB INTERIOR line covers the complete range of products that suit your needs.

System on plinth
Underbench units on plinth is
standard and most frequently
used system in laboratory.

Tall cabinets

Top-mounted cabinets

Special purposes cabinets

Tall cabinets are standing on levelling legs, closed with
aluminium epoxy painted pedestal. The variety of model
options offers you a choice between blind doors, glass doors
combination of both or a combination with drawers.

Top-mounted cabinets are fitted on top of tall cabinets. Each
top-mounted cabinet is equipped with ladder rail system for
easy access. As additional equipment, a ladder and a ladder
holding hook can be ordered.

A wide range of cabinets for special purposes is available.
You can choose from:


Underbench cabinets

Cabinets for storage of hazardous materials (acid/alkali
cabinets).



Safety cabinets.

There are three main options you can choose from for your underbench cabinets:



Gas cylinder storage cabinets.



Ventilated pull-out cabinets.



Underbench units on plinth.



Underbench units on castors.



Suspended underbench units.

All cabinets are ventilated and must be connected to
a permanently working exhaust source. Our scope of supply
includes a large number of different ventilation modules and fans.

System on castors
Underbench units on castors
are fully mobile. Therefore
configuration can be changed
easily, according to your present
needs.

Wall and service spine-mounted cabinets
Cabinets can be ordered with glass, blind doors or without
doors. Safety glass with a thickness of 5 mm is used in case of
glass doors.

Suspended system
Suspended system is applicable
where there is no contact of
underbench units with floor
proffered.

WORKTOPS
Your LAB INTERIOR laboratory
furniture system offers a variety
of worktop materials for various
laboratory applications. Please
consider the main characteristics
listed when choosing the right type
of worktop.

Melamine

Stainless Steel

Corian

Epoxy Resin

Service spine systems

Fume hoods are a central part of each laboratory. They
contribute significantly to the safety in the laboratory’s
working environment.

Service spine systems are representing the heart of your future
laboratory. Therefore it is important that they are highly flexible
and that a complete range covers present or future expectations
when it comes to laboratory furniture.

There are two main fume hoods systems available:

You can choose worktops from the
following materials:
Phenolic Laminate

FUME HOODS

Polypropylene

Bench-mounted type
LAB INTERIOR laboratory
fume hoods are intended for
most types of work applications
in your laboratory.

Solid Ceramic
All low ceiling fume hoods are
available with the same interior
lining spectre and worktops as
the standard type. They present
an optimal solution within
laboratories with low ceilings.

Service spine modular systems are divided it three main categories:
 Wall bench service spine system.
 Island bench service spine system.
 Suspended service spine system.

A wall bench service spine system
is an independent system that
supplies your laboratory wall
bench workspace with several
different media through supply
pipes. A closed or open system
can be supplied, all according to
your demands.

An island bench service spine
system is a double sided
variation of a wall bench service
spine system. It covers all the
possibilities covered by the wall
bench service spine system. This
system is used as a central supply
system for your central island
benches.

A suspended service spine
system is applicable and
reasonable in all areas where
there is no contact between a
media supply system with a floor
planned. A suspended service
spine system is mounted to a
concrete ceiling with special
ceiling columns.

FRAMES AND
MOBILE BENCHES

COLOR OPTIONS
Do not wait. Color your lab already today. Let the interior
of a new laboratory become a true interior - LAB INTERIOR.

C-frame system
A universal type C-frame can
be used with all furniture
systems, plinth, suspended
and on castors.

Standard colors
There are three STANDARD
colors for handles and
decorative MDF, that you
can choose from:

H-frame system and mobile benches
An H-frame is mainly intended for use as a table type
laboratory furniture system, for mobile benches or
corner supports.

ZINC OXIDE

OLIVINE

CARBON

ZnO

(Mg, Fe)2SiO4

C

Optional colors
Ten OPTIONAL
colors are
available upon
request:

WATER

CUPRIC HYDROXIDE VANADYL

MAUVEINE

H2O

Cu(OH)2

[VO]2+

(C26H23N4+X-)

Balance bench
A special frame for a balance
bench helps to ensure the
accuracy of measuring process.

RUBY

ITTRIUM

CHROMATE

DICHROMATE

GOLD

NICKEL CHLORIDE

Al2O3:Cr

Y

CrO42-

Cr2O72-

Au

NiCl2

